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Ideals whose adic and symbolic topologies are linearly equivalent are characterized in terms of 
analytic spread and u-essential prime divisors. Using this characterization, under certain condi- 
tions on a Noetherian ring R and an ideal I of R it is shown that the l-adic and the/-symbolic 
topologies are linearly equivalent iff gr(I,R)re d is a domain, and locally unmixed rings are 
characterized as those rings in which the adic and the symbolic topologies of every ideal of the 
principal class are linearly equivalent. 
1. Introduction 
Let I be an ideal of a Noetherian ring R. For a natural number n, the n th symbolic 
power of I, denoted as I tn), is defined to be the intersection of those primary com- 
ponents of I" which correspond to the minimal primes over I. This definition is in- 
spired by the one given in [15, p. 233]. The topology induced by powers of I (resp. 
symbolic powers of I) is called the I-adic (resp. /-symbolic) topology. These two 
topologies are said to be linearly equivalent if there is a nonnegative integer k such 
that I ~n ÷ k) C I n for all n. Such an ideal will be called an s-ideal. Prime s-ideals were 
studied by Schenzel in [14]. Ratliff generalized Schenzel's theorem [14, Theorem 2] 
to primary ideals [I 1, Theorem 2.6]. 
We generalize Schenzel's theorem to arbitrary ideals in a Noetherian ring in Sec- 
tion 3. In Section 2, we list several definitions and known results to be used later. 
In Section 4, behavior of s-ideals is studied under various ring homomorphisms. In
Section 5, a characterization of locally unmixed rings in terms of s-ideals is pre- 
sented, and in Section 6 we exhibit the relationship of s-ideals with graded rings. 
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2. Definitions and known results 
We will deal with only commutative Noetherian rings with identity. By (R, m) we 
will mean a local ring with unique maximal ideal m. The completion of (R, m) in 
the m-adic topology will be denoted as (R* m*). By "<"  between sets we will mean 
proper inclusion. 
2.1. Let I be an ideal of a ring R. An element xeR is called integral over I if it 
satisfies an equation of the form xn+ a lxn- l+  "" +a n =0 where n is a natural 
number and aiE ]i for i= 1, 2,. . . ,  n. The integral closure of I, denoted as I, is the 
set of all x e R which are integral over I. The integral closure of an ideal is integrally 
closed, i.e., it is its own integral closure. An ideal will be called normal if all of its 
powers are integrally closed. 
2.2. We will use the notion of reduction of an ideal introduced by Northcott and 
Rees in [9]. An ideal JC  I is called a reduction of I if there is a natural number n 
such that J I  n I n+l Consequently for any natural number , JrIn i n+r • ~ . 
2.3. JC I  is a reduction of I i ff  I= J  [8, p. 34]. The set of minimal prime divisors 
of an ideal I will be denoted as M(I). From the definition of integral element over 
an ideal, it follows that IC iC  x/I. Consequently, I = J implies that v~= x/7= vT-- x/J, 
so M(I) = M(J). 
2.4. If (R, m) is a local ring, then l(I), the analytic spread of I is defined to be the 
dimension of the graded ring T= R/m @ I/Im @) I2 / I2m (~)'".  We always have 
h(I)-<l(I)<_dimR. See [9, Lemma 4] and [2]. We will denote height of an ideal I 
by h(I). In addition, /(/)_<minimum number of generators of I; for, if I requires 
n generators, then T is a homomorphic image of the polynomial ring in n variables 
over R/m, so the inequality follows. 
2.5. It is proved in [1] and [10, (2.4)] respectively, that the sets Ass(R/I n ) and 
Ass(R/I n) stabilize for all large n. The stable values are denoted by A*(I) and A *(I) 
respectively• For any n and any k>_O, Ass(R/I-~)CAss(R/I n+---li) by [10, (2•4)]. 
2.6. If l(Ip)=h(p), then peA*( I )  for a prime ideal pDI. The converse holds 
if Rp is quasi unmixed (i.e., the minimal prime divisors z of zero in Rp satisfy 
dim(R~/z) =dim Rp). This theorem, which is very useful in computing A*(I) ,  was 
proved by McAdam in [6, Theorem 3]. 
2.7. An essential prime divisor of I is by definition a prime p D I such that 1R~ + z 
is pRff-primary for some z e Ass R~. The set of essential prime divisors of I is 
denoted as E(1). These were studied in [7]. 
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2.8. The set U(I) of u-essential prime divisors is defined to be the set 
{~nRl~E(ua¢)}. 
Here ~¢ denotes the Rees ring R [It, u] where t is an indeterminate and u = t - 1. The 
u-essential prime divisors will be an important tool to study s-ideals. The following 
properties will be used very often: 
Let P be a prime ideal of R containing I. 
(a) [5, (2.5.1)]. If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R and PAS=O, then 
P ~ U(I) iff PR s e U(IRs). 
(b) [5, (2.5.2)]. P ~ U(I) iff there is a z ~ Ass R such that z C P and P/z ~ U(I+ z/z). 
(c) [5, (2.5.4)]. If B is a finite integral extension ring of R such that each asso- 
ciated prime of B contracts to an associated prime of R, then P ~ U(I) iff there exists 
a P" e U(IB) such that P 'n  R = P. 
(d) [5, (2.11)]. If R~ has no imbedded prime divisors of zero for all maximal 
ideals M of R containing I, then U(/)=i~*(/) .  
(e) [5, (2.5.3)]. If A is a ring which is a faithfully flat R-module, then U(I)= 
{P*AR IP*~ U(IA)}, and if Pc  U(I) and P*eM(PA),  then P*e U(IA). 
(f) By [5, (2.3.3)and (2.5.7)], E( I )UA*( I )cU( I )CA*( I ) .  Further, M( I )C 
E(I) n,~ ,ff)n v(i) nA ,(i). 
(g) By [5, (2.3.1)], Ass R= U((0)). 
2.9. Let IC J. The stable value of the sequence of ideals I :  J c  I: j2 C"-  is denoted 
by I: ( J ) .  If I-- ql O.-. n qr O qr+ 1N'" n qn is an in irredundant primary decompo- 
sition of I such that JC  1/~/exactly when i= 1, 2, ..., r, then I:  ( J )=  qr+ln ... n qn. 
Obviously for a prime P in R such that PDL P~AssR/ ( I :  (P)). 
3. Main characterization of s-ideals 
In this section we obtain the main characterization of s-ideals. If the ideal is 
regular (i.e., it contains a regular element), then this characterization follows from 
Ratliff's work [12; 4.11, 4.13] and [11, 2.3]. For the general case the proof of 
Schenzel's theorem [14, Theorem 2] can be modified so that it works for arbitrary 
ideals. For the sake of completeness we give full details of the proof. 
3.1. Theorem. Let I be an ideal of  a ring R. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) I is an s-ideal. 
(b) I(IR~ + z/z)< dim(R~/z) for all Q~A *(I) \M( I )  and for all z ~ Ass(R~). 
(c) U(I) = M(I). 
Proof. (a) = (b). Let k be such that I tn + k) C I n for all n. For any Q e A* (I) \ M(I), 
it follows that In+kRQ: (QRQ)CInRQ. Therefore (~n~0(I~RQ" (QRQ))t n is a 
finite module over the Rees algebra RQ[IRQt]. By [14, Proposition] we get (b). 
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(b) ¢~ (c). By 2.8(0, U(I)CA*(1). So let QeA*(1)\M(1). Then O¢U(1) iff 
QRoCU(IR Q) [by 2.8(a)] iff QR~/zCU(1R~+z/z)=A*(IR~+z/z) for all ze 
Ass R~ [by 2.8(b), 2.8(d) and 2.8(e)] iff I(IR~ + z/z)<dimR~/z for all z eAss R~ 
[by 2.6]. 
(b) = (a). For each positive integer n and P ~ M(I), Itn)C InRpN R. Suppose we 
prove that for each QeA*(1)\M(I)  there is a natural number kQ such that 
Itn+*e)RQCInRo_. Then by letting k= max{kQlQeA*(I)\M(I)} we get I~n+k)CIn. 
Thus we may assume by localizing at Q that (R, m) is a local ring. Now apply 
induction on dim(R/l)= d. If d= 1, then m is the only possible embedded prime 
divisor o f / ,  so by 2.9 Itn+k)=In+k:(m)CIn for all n. Suppose now that d>l .  
Our induction hypothesis i that whenever dim(R/l)< d for any ring R and any ideal 
I of R, then (b) = (a). If Q #: m and Q e A*(1), then dim(RQ/IRQ) < d. So by induc- 
tion hypothesis, there is a natural number kQ such that Itn+ke)RQCInRo_ for all n. 
Hence there is a k such that Itn+k)CIn:(m) for all n. By [14, Proposition] there 
is an s, so that In+s: (m)C I  n for all n. Hence I<n+k+s)cI" for all n. Consequently, 
I i s  an s-ideal. [] 
3.2. Corollary. Let I be an ideal of a locally unmixed ring R (i. e., for each p ~ Spec R 
and z ~ Ass(Rff), dim(R~/z)=dim R~). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) I is an s-ideal. 
(b) I(IRQ ) <__dim RQ for all O ~ A *(1) \ M(I). 
(c) Ass(R/I n) = M(1) for all n >_ 1. 
Proof. (a) = (b). If I is an s-ideal, then by Theorem 1.1 for each QeA*(I) \M(I)  
and for each z eAssR~,  l(IR~+z/z)<dim(R~/z). Since R is locally unmixed, 
dim(R~/z) =dim RQ. for every z e Ass R~. According to [10, Lemma 7.2] for some 
z, l(IR~ + z/z) = I(IR~) = l(IRe). Hence we get (b). 
(b) = (c). Since R is locally unmixed, by McAdam's theorem (2.6) we obtain 
A*(I)=M(I). By 2.5, Ass(R/In)=M(I) for each n>_ 1. 
(c) = (a). Since R is locally unmixed, U(I) =A *(I) by 2.8(d). Now we use A*(I) = 
Ass(R/In); hence U(I)--M(I) and so by Theorem 1.1, I is an s-ideal. [] 
3.3. Corollary. I f  I is an s-ideal of a ring R, then the following hold: 
(1) I n is a reduction of ln. (Q) for all n> 1 and for all QeA*(I)  \ M(1). 
(2) l f  M(I)<A*(I), then for all n>_ 1, I n is not a normal ideal. 
(3) I f  lnRp is integrally closed for each p ~ M(1), then I tn) = -i ~. 
Proof. Since I is an s-ideal it follows from 2.8(f) and 3.1 that for all n > 1, M(I) C 
Ass(R/In)Cft*(I)C U(I)=M(I), so InCI  n" (Q)cIn:  (Q) =I n. Therefore 3.3(1) 
holds by 2.3, and 3.3(2) holds since A * (I  n) =.~ * (I) = M( I )  < A * (I) = A * (I  n). Final- 
ly, since .A*(1)=M(I), 3.3(3) follows from 
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I(n)= n {InRpnR" peM( I )}  
=n {InRp AR: p fM( I )}  
=n {-I-~Rp AR: PeM(I )} :-i-~. [] 
4. Behavior of s-ideals under homomorphisms 
The known properties of u-essential prime divisors make it easy to study the 
behavior of s-ideals under various ring homomorphisms. Recall that a ring exten- 
sion B of a ring R is called nondegenerate if every associated prime of B contracts 
to an associated prime of R. 
4.1. Proposition. Let B be a nondegenerate finitely generated integral ring exten- 
sion of R and I an s-ideal of  R. Then IB is an s-ideal. 
Proof. Suppose there is a Q~. U(IB)\M(IB). Pick a Q1 ~.M(IB) such that Q1 < Q. 
Let P-- Q n R and Pl = Q~ n R. Then by 2.8(c), P and P1 belong to U(I). Since I is 
an s-ideal, P=PI.  This is not possible since B is integral over R. [] 
4.2. Proposition. Let B be a faithfully fiat ring extension of a ring R and let I be 
an ideal of  R. I f  IB is an s-ideal, then I is an s-ideal. 
Proof. If P e U(I), then there is a P*e U(IB) such that P* O R = P by 2.8(e). But IB 
is an s-ideal, so P*~ M(IB). By the going down property between B and R, P e M(I), 
hence U(I) = M(I). [] 
4.3. Proposition. Let I be an ideal o f  a ring R and X be an indeterminate over R. 
Then I is an s-ideal i f f  IR [X] is an s-ideal. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious from Proposition 4.2. For necessity, use the fact that 
Itn)R IX] = (IR [X]) (n). If I is an s-ideal, there is a k such that I tn + k) C I" for all n. 
Hence Itn+k)R[X] CI"R[X], so (IR[X])(n+k)C (IR[X]) n for all n. Thus IR[X] is an 
s-ideal. [] 
4.4. Proposition. I f  I is an s-ideal of  a ring R and z ~ Ass R, then I+ z/z is an s-ideal 
of R/z. 
Proof. By 2.8(b), U(I+z/z)C {P/z]PeSpecR,  PDz and Pc  U(I)}. Since I is an 
s-ideal, P is minimal over I, hence P/z  is minimal over I+z /z ,  so U( I+z /z )= 
M(I + z/z). [] 
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5. s-Ideals and unmixedness 
Katz has proved a characterization f locally unmixed rings in [4, Theorem (3.5)] 
which implies that a ring R is locally unmixed iff all ideals of the principal class of 
R are s-ideals. We will present a short and elementary poof of this implication by 
using Theorem 3.1. 
5.1. Lemma. Let p be a prime ideal of a ring R and J an ideal of the principal class 
of Rp. Then there is an ideal I of R of the principal class such that 1Rp= J. 
Proof. Let the symbol Pn(A) stand for the set of ideals of the principal class 
of height n in a ring A. If JePo(Rp), then there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
JePI(Rp). Then K=JNR has height 1 since Asse(R/K)CASsR(Rp/J). Clearly K 
is not contained in any minimal prime Pi, i= 1,2, ...,s, of R. If K=Kp, then by 
Nakayama's lemma it follows that J=KRp=O which contradicts the fact that 
h ( J )= l .  Thus we may choose y IeK\KpUPIU. . .UPs .  By using Nakayama's 
lemma we can find y2,...,yn~R such that (yl/1,. . . ,yJ1)=J.  Let S=R/yIR , 
N=p/yIR. JSNe Pn-I(SN). Hence by induction hypothesis there are x2, ...,xn e R 
such that (x~, ... ,X'~)SN=JSN. It follows that I=  (Yl,x2, ... ,xn)ePn(R) and 1Rp=J. 
[] 
5.2. Theorem. A ring R is locally unmixed iff all ideals of the principal class of R 
are s-ideals. 
Proof. If R is unmixed and I is an ideal of the principal class of R, then by 2.8(d), 
U(I)=A*(1). By McAdam's theorem (2.6), .4 "(I)=M(1), hence I is an s-ideal. 
Conversely suppose that all ideals of the principal class of R are s-ideals. For each 
prime ideal Q of R, U(IRQ)= {PRo.[ICPCQ, Pc  U(I)} by 2.8(a). This, together 
with Lemma 5.1, shows that for all ideals I of the principal class of Ro., U(IRo.) = 
M(1Ro.). Therefore assume that (R,m) is a local ring. If m* consists of only zero 
devisors, then m e Ass R = U(OR) by 2.8(g). But OR is an ideal of the principal class, 
hence U(OR) = M(OR). Therefore (R, m) is a zero-dimensional local ring which is un- 
mixed. Now assume m* has regular elements, let z* e Ass R*, and let n = depth(z*), 
so n >__ 1. For i= 1,..., n let a iE R such that a i¢ U {P: PeM((aI, ' ' ' ,  ai_ 1)R)} O 
[.j {P*NR: P*eM((z* al, ...,ai_l)R*)}. Let I=(al, ...,an)R. Then h(I)=n, so/ is  
of the principal class, so U(I)=M(I), by hypothesis and 3.1. Also IR*+z* is 
m*-primary, so by 2.8 we have meE(1)CU(I)=M(I).  Therefore h(m)=n= 
depth(z*), so R is unmixed. I--1 
6. Relation of s-ideals with graded rings 
In [3] Huneke proved the following: 
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Theorem (Huneke). Let R be a universally catenarian Nagata domain and let p be 
a prime ideal of  R such that gr(pRp, Rp) is a domain (in particular it holds i f  Rp 
is regular). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) l(pq) < dim Rq for  all primes q>p. 
(2) p---a =p(,,) for all n >_ 1. 
(3) gr(p, R)re d is a domain. [] 
By McAdam's theorem (2.6) the condition (1) is equivalent o A* (p)={p}.  
Ratliff points out in [13] that Schenzel tried to generalize this theorem to all 
Noetherian rings [14], namely; gr(p, R)red is a domain iff gr(pRp, Rp)re d is a domain 
and A* (p)= {p}. He points out that this theorem does not hold in general and 
proves the following: 
Theorem (Ratliff). Let I be an ideal o f  a ring R and assume that x/-[=p is a prime 
ideal and that RM is quasi unmixed for  all maximal ideals M of  R containing I. 
Then gr(LR)red is a domain i f f  gr(IRp, Rp)re d is a domain and A*( I )= {p}. [] 
It is not pointed out in [13] what kind of generalization of Huneke's theorem is 
implied by this theorem. We state its generalization i a form which shows its con- 
nection with s-ideals. 
6.1. Theorem. Let I be an ideal o f  a ring R and assume that x/-[=p is a prime and 
RM is unmixed for all maximal ideals M containing L Suppose IRp is normal and 
gr(IRu,Rp)re d is a domain. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) I is an s-ideaL 
(2) A* ( I )=  {p}. 
(3) I (") = I n for all n >_ 1. 
(4) gr(/, R)red is a domain. 
Proof. Since R is locally unmixed for all maximal ideals M of R containing 1, 
U(I) =/]*( I )  by 2.8(d). So we get (1) ~, (2) by Theorem 3.1. It is clear that (3) = (2). 
For (2) = (3) the hypothesis that 1R u is normal implies that for all n, In C I (n) since 
InRp=(-i-~)Rp=InRp. Since .A*(I)=UA___ss(R/In), (2) means for all n, 1 --~ is p- 
primary. Thus I(n)C1 n, consequently 1~=I (n). (2)~ (4) is clear from Ratliff's 
theorem. [] 
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